PAC
September 28, 2012
Minutes

Present: Theo Addo, Xudong An, John Anderson, Annette Easton, Heather Honea, Kathy Krentler, Lois Olson, Amy Randel, Patricia Van Damme, Nik Varaiya

Guest: Gangaram Singh

The meeting was devoted to discussion and preparation for the PAC’s role in the AACSB Maintenance of Accreditation (MAC) visit. The AACSB Peer Review Team (PRT) will meet with the PAC on Monday, December 3, 2012 from 3:15 – 3:45. Associate Dean Singh provided the committee with an overview of the MAC process and the CBA’s position with respect to various aspects of the review. Krentler and Honea led the committee through a more detailed review of the Assurance of Learning (AOL) efforts of the BSBA (Common Goals) and the MBA, respectively.

The PAC agreed to review all information available regarding CBA AOL and identify potential questions that might be directed to the PAC by the PRT. A future meeting will be devoted to reviewing these questions and discussing the most appropriate ways to respond.

Meeting adjourned 3:15 p.m.

Next Meeting:
- The PAC will not meet as previously scheduled on Friday, October 26. The committee will be preparing for its meeting with the AACSB PRT in lieu of this meeting.
- Friday, November 9, 2012, 1:30 p.m.; Dean’s Conference Room